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WELCOME
We welcome each of you to the first Virtual Mini-Colloquium sponsored by the American
Institute of Dental Public Health (AIDPH). Thank you for joining us in Reimagining Dental Public
Health Through Resiliency and Community. This unique meeting promotes public health
scholarship to dental public health practitioners, educators, students, and advocates. Our
colloquia are enriching experiences that galvanize participants to build stronger, healthier
communities. Since its inception in 2015, AIDPH has worked to build equity-oriented leaders. Our
programs and activities center on building both community and capacity as we remain
committed to fostering professional excellence and advancing innovation in the education and
practice of dental public health. As we explore ways to strengthen our community, we are
committed to designing virtual events that will maximize engagement. Employing an interactive
conferencing framework specifically designed to engage, we hope this colloquium is an
immersive learning experience.
Our colloquia promote public health scholarship to dental public health practitioners,
academics, educators, advanced education students, dental public health residents, and
advocates. Over the next two days, we hope you brainstorm empowering and creative solutions
while you reimagine how dental public health can be shaped moving forward. What will it take
to increase access to care, eliminate barriers to achieving health, and promote inclusive
systems that drive optimal oral health? The journey to answering these questions will hopefully
begin now. Thank you for contributing to this conversation.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank each of your for attending the Summer
Colloquium and for sharing your expertise with us. You, as dental public health practitioners,
educators and students, have the vision, the knowledge, and the experience to help us pave our
way into the future. You are truly our greatest asset today and tomorrow, and we could not
accomplish what we do without your support and leadership.
Sincerely,
Annaliese Cothron, AIDPH Executive Director
David P. Cappelli, Chair, AIDPH Board of Directors

Conference Link: https://www.crowdcast.io/e/aidphsummercolloquium

AUGUST 4th: AGENDA AT A GLANCE
10:00 am - 10:30 am CT
C O N C U R R E N T

S E S S I O N S

Learning Lab #1: CROSS CUTTING INEQUITY IN ORAL HEALTH Eleanor Fleming, DDS, MPH, PhD
Learning Lab #2: MERGING HEALTH SECTORS TO ADDRESS STRUCTURAL GAPS Sean Boynes, DMD, MS
10:30 am - 11:30 am CT

Small group breakout sessions via Zoom

11:30 am - 12:00 pm CT
C O F F E E B R E A K S P O N S O R E D B Y T H E A M E R I C A N D E N TA L A S S O C I AT I O N

12:00 pm - 12:45 pm CT
P L E N A R Y
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12:45 pm -1:00 pm CT
R E G RO U P

Conclude and set intentions for our second day.

AUGUST 5th: AGENDA AT A GLANCE
10:00am- 10:45 am CT
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Small group breakout session via Zoom.
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12:00 pm - 1:00 pm CT
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AUGUST 4th: CONFERENCE DETAILS

10:00 am - 10:30 am CT
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Learning Lab #1:
CROSS-CUTTING
INEQUITY IN ORAL
HEALTH

Learning Lab #2:
MERGING HEALTH
SECTORS TO ADDRESS
STRUCTURAL GAPS

Eleanor Fleming,
DDS, MPH, PhD

Sean Boynes,
DMD, MS

Title: Exploring Cross-Cutting Inequity and Structural Gaps in the Oral Health Care
System (1.5 CEU) 10am CT-11:30am CT
Session Description:
Dr. Sean Boynes and Dr. Eleanor Fleming will set the environment for cross-cutting
inequity in oral and structural gaps within our overlapping health sectors. The presenters
will challenge participants to think critically about how to address systemic oral health
inequity through individual and institutional growth. As a community, we recognize the
need to reduce silos that perpetuate inequity and stifle whole-person health. How do we
reimagine the dental public health infrastructure to wholly support the social
determinants of health? After presentations, attendees will release into small group
breakout sessions with facilitators. A guided discussion session will allow opportunities
to reflect and respond to the challenges proffered within the presentations.
By the end of this session, attendees will be able to:
1. Identify cross-cutting inequities in oral health that systemically perpetuate disparate
health outcomes.
2. Evaluate overlapping systems of health care delivery for structural gaps.
3. Examine opportunities for oral health to integrate into whole-person health.
4. Brainstorm solutions for removing barriers to optimal oral health.

AUGUST 4th: CONFERENCE DETAILS

10:30 am - 11:30 am CT
LEARNING LAB
Click on the Zoom room link. You will be randomly assigned to breakout
rooms. Once you are in your room, click on the activity link and then
corresponding breakout room link to record the activities in your
session.
Remember: recording your answers within your group is very
important!

Small group breakout sessions via Zoom
Use this link to join the meeting: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89905146439

Use this link to complete
activity: https://docs.google.com/document/d/14WWa4ilCulatBW_zf_o9cPN
3oIs5BFfxM60vykOjbQ8/edit?usp=sharing

11:30 am - 12:00 pm CT
COFFEE BREAK SPONSORED BY ADA

Hang out in the virtual hallway and chat with other attendees while you have
some coffee. Peruse the virtual poster session
at https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1mYCwVO-tqaNkZbBVf2gT7TqOgROZ06

AUGUST 4th: CONFERENCE DETAILS

12:00 pm - 12:45 pm CT

P L E N A R Y S P E A K E R : A B D U L E L- S AY E D

Dr. Abdul El-Sayed is a physician, epidemiologist, public health expert, and
progressive activist. He is the Chair at Southpaw Michigan and a Contributor
at CNN. He is the author of “Healing Politics”, which diagnoses our country’s
epidemic of insecurity and the empathy politics we will need to treat it, as
well as “Medicare for All: A Citizen’s Guide”.

Title: Understanding the Insecurity Epidemic (.75 CEUs) 12:00- 12:45pm CT
Course Description: The healthcare policy shortfalls exposed by COVID-19 are profound
and far-reaching. Rebuilding an inclusive and supportive public health infrastructure
designed to meet the varying needs of the U.S. population is critical to our progress. In
this plenary, Dr. Abdul El-Sayed will discuss America’s “insecurity epidemic” and the
health policies driving chronic disparity. Change driven by empathy policy is the only
way forward. Dr. El-Sayed will share ideas to heal this epidemic of insecurity including
implementing comprehensive public safety reform, Medicare for All, and access to an
inclusive educational infrastructure.
Learning Objectives:
By the end of this session, attendees will be able to:
1. Associate health disparities with the underlying policy drivers.
2. Describe the insecurity epidemic faced in the United States and its impact on oral
health.
3. Determine opportunities to create systemic change that supports whole-person
health.

THANK YOU TO OUR IMPACT LEVEL SPONSORS
(Click the images below to link to their websites)
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THANK YOU TO OUR VISIONARY LEVEL SPONSOR

AUGUST 5th: CONFERENCE DETAILS

10:00am- 10:45 am CT
I N T E R A C T I V E PA N E L

Irene Hilton, NNOHA

Rachel Davis, The Prevention Institute

Rochelle Rollins, HHS

Title: Reimagining Dental Public Health Through Resiliency (.75 CEUs) 10:0010:45 am CT
Session Description: How can we rebuild, reframe, and reimagine optimal oral
health through the lens of resiliency? This multi-sector panel will discuss the
asset-based elements that facilitate community resiliency and the gaps that
can prevent growth. Innovations at the federal, state, and community levels are
imperative to improving health outcomes, particularly in marginalized and
vulnerable populations. During this interactive panel, participants are
encouraged to ask questions in real time via the chat feature.
By the end of this session, attendees will be able to:
1. Understand how different systemic levels of healthcare drive community
resiliency.
2. Describe the key stakeholders and their role in building the dental public
health infrastructure.
3. Consider opportunities for strategic capacity-building through public-private
partnerships to strengthen the resiliency of our oral healthcare system.

AUGUST 5th: CONFERENCE DETAILS

10:45am - 11:30 am CT
LEARNING LAB: DESIGNING SOLUTIONS

Small group breakout session via Zoom. Participants will coalesce ideas and
topics identified from the previous day's learning labs to brainstorm
solutions for making change.
Click on the Zoom room link. You will be randomly assigned to breakout
rooms. Once you are in your room, click on the activity link and then
corresponding breakout room link to record the activities in your session.
Remember: recording your answers within your group is very important!

Use this link to join the meeting: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81007627661
Use this link to complete
activity: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E6pqU8IWJxaqAMDQtY5oDNzmL7mlQm6Z64-51lJsBg/edit?usp=sharing

11:30 am - 12:00 pm CT
COFFEE BREAK SPONSORED BY ADA

Hang out in the virtual hallway and chat with other attendees while you have
some coffee. Peruse the virtual student poster session
here https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1mYCwVO-tqaNkZbBVf2gT7TqOgROZ06

12:00 pm - 1:00 pm CT
REPORT SOLUTIONS & CALLS TO ACTION

Participants report their group work and calls to action. We jointly explore
our crowd-sourced solutions to empower change and design next steps.

SPEAKER BIOSKETCHES
ELEANOR FLEMING, DDS, MPH, PHD
Dental Epidemiologist

Dr. Eleanor Fleming is a Diplomate of the American Board of Dental Public Health, and
has worked for nine years as a dental epidemiologist with over 20 peer-reviewed
publications. A proud graduate of Meharry Medical College, she earned her PhD from
Vanderbilt University, her MPH from East Tennessee State University, and her dental
public health certificate from Boston University. She served as an officer in the
Epidemic Intelligence Service at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
where she investigated disease outbreaks and was principal investigator on a number
of studies. She holds leadership positions in the American Association of Public
Health Dentistry and the American Public Health Association. Additionally, she serves
on the Board of Directors of local organizations in Middle Tennessee, and in February
was awarded a Preservation Award from the African American Heritage Society of
Williamson County for her efforts and advocacy to support historical preservation and
Black history. She is a passionate champion for social justice with a focus on
communities of color and especially the health inequalities that impact them. She
believes in lifting as she climbs and regularly mentors students interested in dental
and public health careers.
SEAN BOYNES, DMD, MS
Vice President, Health Improvement
DentaQuest Partnership for Oral Health
Advancement
Dr. Sean G. Boynes is a Dentist Anesthesiologist who received his D.M.D. from
the University of Pittsburgh and completed a three year residency in
anesthesiology from the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. He currently
serves as Vice President, Health Improvement at the DentaQuest Partnership
for Oral Health Advancement overseeing national programs and initiatives
focused on the integration and coordination of person centered care,
developing and implementing value based oral health strategies and
operations, and evaluating and testing metrics through meaningful oral health
measurement.
A prolific author and speaker, he has been recognized by many organizations
for his work in health policy and clinical care, that include: the National Health
Service Corps featured him as one of the 40 top clinicians for their 40th
Anniversary Celebration, the South Carolina School Nurses Association named
him recipient of the Distinguished School Services Award, the National
Children’s Oral Health Foundation lists him as a Dentist of Distinction, and he
was given the President’s Award from the National Network for Oral Health
Access. Dr. Boynes is dedicated to making care better and providing
opportunities to empower individual to expect a system of dependable health.

SPEAKER BIOSKETCHES
A B D U L E L- S AY E D [ C R E D E N T I A L S ]
Position, Organization

Dr. Abdul El-Sayed is a physician, epidemiologist, public health expert, and progressive
activist. He is the Chair at Southpaw Michigan and a Contributor at CNN. He is the author
of “Healing Politics” (Abrams Press, 2020), which diagnoses our country’s epidemic of
insecurity and the empathy politics we will need to treat it, as well as “Medicare for All: A

Citizen’s Guide” (OxfordUniversity Press, 2021) with Micah Johnson. He hosts “America Dissected,” a podcast
by Crooked Media, which goes beyond the headlines to explore what really matters for our health.
In 2018, Abdul ran for Governor of Michigan on an unapologetically progressive platform, advocating for
universal healthcare, clean water for all, debt-free and tuition-free higher education, a pathway to 100%

renewable energy, and to rebuild the barrier between corporations and government. His bid was endorsed by
Senator Bernie Sanders, Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the Nation, and Current Affairs. And
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though he earned over 340,000 votes, he finished second of three in the Democratic Primary.c
Prior, he served as Health Commissioner in the City of Detroit, appointed to rebuild the City’s health
department after it was privatized during municipal bankruptcy. He was the youngest health official in a major
US city. Responsible for the health and safety of over 670,000 Detroiters, the Detroit Health Department
became a state and national leader in public health innovation and environmental justice, in one of the fastest
municipal public health turnarounds in American history. He was awarded “Public Official of the Year” by the
Michigan League of Conservation Voters and “40 under 40” by Crain’s Detroit Business.
As a professor at Columbia University's Department of Epidemiology, Abdul became an internationally
recognized expert in health policy and health inequalities. He was Director of the Columbia University Systems
Science Program and Global Research Analytics for Population Health. He has over 100 peer-reviewed
publications that have earned over 1200 citations, including a foundational textbook on Systems Science &
Population Health (Oxford University Press, 2016). Abdul holds a doctorate in Public Health from Oxford
University, where he was a Rhodes Scholar, as well as a medical degree from Columbia University, where he
was a Medical Scientist Training Program Fellow and a Soros New Americans Fellow.o edit

T H A N K YO U TO O U R C O M M U N I T Y L E V E L PA RT N E R S

SPEAKER BIOSKETCHES
I R E N E H I LT O N , D D S , M P H

Dental Consultant, NNOHA & Dentist San Francisco Department of Public Health

Dr. Irene Hilton is NNOHA’s dental consultant and a dentist at the San Francisco Department of Public
Health, where she served as interim Dental Director in 2018-19. During 35 years of clinical practice she
provided oral health care to age and ethnically diverse populations.
She is a clinical instructor in the Department of Family & Community Medicine, School of Medicine,
UCSF and in the Division of Oral Epidemiology and Dental Public Health, School of Dentistry, UCSF.
For NNOHA she develops training & technical assistance resources to help HRSA health center
grantees better serve the oral health needs of their communities. Locally, Dr. Hilton is currently
managing San Francisco’s funding received as part of California’s 1115 Medicaid waiver, to increase
access to dental services for Medicaid beneficiaries. She also serves on the San Francisco Sugary
Drinks Distributor Tax Advisory Committee, which makes funding recommendations for San
Francisco’s sugary drinks tax. Dr. Hilton has served as President of the San Francisco Dental Society, a
Trustee of the California Dental Association and is currently on the American Dental Association,
Council on Advocacy for Access and Prevention. Dr. Hilton received her DDS degree from UCSF, her
MPH from UC Berkeley, completed a dental public health residency at UCSF and is a Diplomate of the
American Board of Dental Public Health.
R A C H E L D AV I S , M S W

Executive Director, The Prevention Institute

Rachel A. Davis plays a key role in shaping Prevention Institute’s approach and guiding innovative
initiatives aimed at promoting community health and safety, health equity, and mental health and
wellbeing. Her work at Prevention Institute has influenced state and federal policies and programs on
violence prevention, mental health, health equity, and public health generally. In 2019, she won the
APHA Award for Excellence and was selected to be part of the first public health cadre of Women of
Impact, an invitation-only group of executive-level women who are working to improve US health
and the healthcare system. At Prevention Institute, she developed and has overseen UNITY (Urban
Networks to Increase Thriving Youth through Violence Prevention), a CDC-seeded national initiative
advancing a public health approach to violence. UNITY has helped city and community leaders
advance effective prevention approaches to violence. Rachel is the author of The UNITY Policy
Platform: What Cities Need to Prevent Violence Before It Occurs and The UNITY RoadMap: A Tool for
Effective and Sustainable Efforts to Prevent Violence Before It Occurs. She developed guidance for
The California Endowment’s grantees on local violence prevention and co-authored the foundation’s
community safety framework. Rachel also served as senior advisor and deputy project director for
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention’s Youth Violence Prevention Coordinated
Training and Technical Assistance program.
ROCHELLE ROLLINS, PhD, MPH

Senior Policy Advisor, Health & Human Services

Dr. Rochelle Rollins has worked for 25 years at the local, state, and federal level on health care and
social service issues related to vulnerable populations and the social determinates of health. In the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office of Disease Prevention and Health
Promotion (ODPHP) she leads the federal team for Healthy People 2020, is a liaison for several topic
areas including Injury and Violence Prevention, and co-chairs the Public Awareness and Prevention
Subcommittee of the HHS Task Force to Prevent and End Human Trafficking. In the HHS Office of
Minority Health Dr. Rollins served as the Director of the Division of Policy and Data for six years. In
that role she led efforts to improve health disparities research coordination, performance
measurement, and data collection including chairing the National Partnership for Action to End
Health Disparities federal team and advancing oral health policy projects. In the area of research, Dr.
Rollins served as the Special Assistant to the Deputy Director of the NIH/National Cancer Institute
and was the Research Director of the Multicultural AIDS Coalition in Boston, Massachusetts.
Dr. Rollins received her Bachelor of Science from Wellesley College, her Master of Public Health from
Boston University, and her doctorate from Brandeis University’s Heller School for Social Policy and
Management where she was a Pew health policy fellow.

VIRTUAL POSTER SESSION
JOINTLY PRESENTED BY THE
AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION

Don't forget to check out our virtual poster session, featuring presentations from
diverse areas and topics in Dental Public Health.
The poster session is hosted on AIDPH's YouTube channel, in the form of 5-minute
"short-talks". Please interact with the poster session by liking or commenting on
each video. You may ask questions of the presenters and they can respond in the
comments, as well.

VIEW THE POSTER
SESSION ON YOUTUBE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1mYCwVO-tq-aNkZbBVf2gT7TqOgROZ06

WE'LL ANNOUNCE THREE STUDENT WINNERS AND
THREE NON-STUDENT WINNERS
AT THE END OF THE CONFERENCE

CONTINUING EDUCATION
The National Network for Oral Health Access is an ADA CERP Recognized
Provider. The ADA CERP is a service of the American Dental Association to assist
dental professionals in identifying quality providers of continuing dental education.
ADA CERP does not approve or endorse individual courses or instructors, nor does
it imply acceptance of credit hours by boards of dentistry. Concerns or complaints
about a CE provider may be directed to the provider or to ADA CERP at
www.ada.org/cerp.
This continuing education activity has been planned and implemented in
accordance with the standards of the ADA Continuing Education Recognition
Program (ADA CERP) through joint efforts between the National Network for Oral
Health Access and the American Institute of Dental Public Health.
Conference participants can earn up to 3.0 continuing education hours. To receive
continuing education credit, participants must check in at the conference, attend
the sessions, and complete the required evaluation forms. Participants submitting
required evaluation forms will receive verification stating credits earned upon
completion of all requirements as instructed by each accrediting institution.

Disclosure
All participating faculty, planners, and providers are expected to disclose to the
conference planners and audience any significant financial interest or other
relationship with:
1. the manufacturer of any commercial products and/or provider of commercial
services discussed in an educational presentation, and
2. any commercial supporters of the activity.
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